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6. FY2018 Progress Tokyo University of the Arts

Diverse activities for globalization efforts carried out in the “All Geidai” spirit

Visit by the Dutch Minister 
of Education, Culture and Science

Spotlight Taiwan Project
by the Taiwanese Ministry of Culture

Arts Study Abroad Program 2018
12 projects of intercultural activities abroad were carried out with the participation of 99 students in total in the fields of Fine Arts, Music, 
Film and New Media, and Global Arts. 

Design Japan Austria
Art book project

Printmaking GEIDAI/VCA Workshop Project and Exhibition
Cross-Cultural Self Portrait, Trans-Contextual Practice

Musical Creativity and the Environment
Collaborative production for animation and music 

in Taiwan
Art Produce Tokyo Shanghai 

Art research workshop
Piano Joint concert with the Korea 

National University of Arts 

Visit by Welcome to Tokyo, a group consisting of 
ambassadors and diplomats based in Tokyo

Promotion of  art-culture diplomacy

In collaboration with the University of Southern California, TUA held a live animation concert in Los Angeles, where TUA president and 
music students representing the two universities performed Vivaldi’s “The Four Seasons,” accompanied by animated films by renowned
independent animators. This multimedia collaboration featured a world-first, AI-based animation synchronization technology developed by 
Yamaha Corporation and the TUA Center of Innovation (COI) that can track music and play back visuals at precise timing. It is a good
example of a university-wide “All Geidai” engagement, resulting in 
news coverage by Japanese and international media outlets.

Lecture on world’s first AI-based 
animation synchronization technology

The venue with 880 seats 
packed with an audience 
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Early Childhood Education Project

Enhancement of study abroad support for international and Japanese students

Joint class for international students taking the Japanese Language course and Japanese students taking the Academic English course

2018 first semester welcome party hosted 
by president for international students

Social gathering for residents of 
the International House and locals

Intensive language courses 
on German, French, and Italian

Programs with invited world-class artist units from abroad
Artist units from premier institutions from across the world – such as École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris, University of the 
Arts London, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Royal Academy of Music, Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, and  University of Southern 
California – were invited to TUA with the aim of enhancing the quality of instructions to students and activities for international projects, while 
undertaking discussions and coordinations to develop International joint curricula and coursework.

International partnerships

Newly established partnerships in FY2018:
Zhejiang Normal University 

College of Fine Arts (May 2018)
Design School Kolding (January 2019) 
Trinity Laban Conservatoire of 

Music and Dance (February 2019)

As of May2019, TUA has concluded partnership agreements for international exchange with 75 art schools and research 
institutions in 27 countries and regions. In FY2018, TUA also signed a collaborative training agreement with the Karajan Academy
of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, granting a special spot in the violin department of the Academy for selected TUA graduates.
The orchestra is recognized as one of the 
greatest in the world, and such collaboration is 
globally unprecedented.
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Master classes and workshops by world-class artists


